2	MACHINE DESIGN.
slider will be greater than that of aft.    This result is due to the angularity of the connecting-rod, because if the latter remained always horizontal,  its line could never cut OB outside the circle It follows that in the slotted cross-head mechanism the maximum VI of the slider —the constant VI of ab.    The angular space BQA Kit!;. 21, throughout which VI of the slider is greater than the VI of <//;, increase's with increase of angularity of the connecting-rodr /.<*., it increases with the ratio
Length of crank Length of connecting-rod "
27. Quick-return Mechanisms.—A slider in a mechanism often carries a cutting-tool, which cuts during its motion in one direction, and is idle during the return stroke. Sometimes the slider carries the. piece to be cut, and the cutting occurs while ic passes antler a tool made fast to the fixed link, the return stroke being idle.
The velocity of cutting is limited. If the limiting velocity ik* exceeded, the tool becomes so hot that it becomes unfit for rutting. The limit of cutting velocity depends on the nature of the material to be cut, and the quality of the tool-steel used. There is no limit of this kind, however, to the velocity during lite idle stroke; and it is desirable to make it as great as possible, in order to increase the product of the machine. This leads fu the design and use of "quick-return" mechanisms.
28. Slider-crank Quick Return. — If, in a slider-crank itu-i !i.i;J in, uk- center of rotation of the crank be moved, so thai the line of the slider's motion does not pass through it, the .4i*!rr will have a quick-return motion.
In Kit'. ,*,% when the slider is in its extreme position at the rii'hi, .1, thr crank-pin center is at D. When the slider is at B, ihr c rank pin center is at C. If rotation is as indicated by the ;irn»\v, thm, while the slider moves from B to A, the crank-pin

